I. READING COMPREHENSION. (2 POINTS) (0.5 points for each correct answer)
Add TRUE or FALSE and copy the evidence from the text to support your answer.
NO marks are given for only true or false.

1. Only actors and actress can be nominated for an Academy award.
2. This year is particularly difficult to get an Oscar.
3. For Clooney, Oscar nomination is a privilege.
4. The Oscars are voted by more than 6,000 members of the Academy.

II. LEXICON / PHONETICS (2 POINTS):
A. LEXICON. (1 POINT) (0.25 points for each correct answer)
Find words or phrases in the text that mean the same as these given.
1. preparing.
2. candidates.
3. topics.
4. relevant.
B. PHONETICS. (1 POINT)

1. How is the “-s” pronounced in “gears”, /s/, /z/ or /iz/? (0.25)
2. Write a word from the text that includes the same sound as “nominee” /iː/. (0.25)
3. Write a word from the text that includes the same sound as “fun” /ʌ/. (0.25)
4. Write a word from the text that includes the same diphthong sound as “Prime” /aɪ/. (0.25)

III. USE OF ENGLISH. (3 POINTS) (0.5 for each correct answer)
Rewrite the following sentences starting with the words given:

1. My father started smoking twenty years ago.
   My father has …………………………………………………………………………………………

2. I am sure he is rich. He owns a Ferrari.
   He……………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. In San Francisco I stayed in three hotels. They were terribly expensive.
   In San Francisco I stayed…………………………………………………………………… ………

4. “Are they planning to travel abroad?”, he asked.
   He asked ………………………………………………………………………………………………..

5. His parents are unemployed. So, they can’t buy a new car.
   If ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Write the correct question for the underlined words.
   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….?
   Her daughter spent 100 € on clothes yesterday.

IV. COMPOSITION. (3 POINTS)
Write a composition of between 100 and 125 words on the following topic:

Write about your favourite film
THE BRITISH PUB

Pubs are important in the social life of many British people. The word pub is short for public house, but the full name is rarely used. Pubs serve a range of alcoholic drinks, and also low-alcohol and soft drinks. Some pubs are also called inns. These were originally hotels and some still offer accommodation.

Most pubs have a choice of bars (rooms to drink in). Drinks are sold from a counter in each room, also called a bar. Under Britain’s licensing laws, alcohol can only be sold to people over 18. Children under 14 are not allowed in pubs unless there is a family room, that is, a room without a bar.

People often choose a bar near where they live as their local and go there several times a week. At lunchtime, people may go to a pub with colleagues from work, and in the evening they go with friends. Younger people sometimes go on a pub crawl, visiting several pubs in the same evening.

Pubs have their own character and atmosphere. Some attract young people by playing loud music or inviting live bands to perform. Others have televisions in the bar and show sport games, football, above all. Some pub managers organize teams to play darts. Theme pubs are decorated in a particular style. The most popular is the Irish pub, which sells Irish beers and plays Irish music. Most pubs are open only at lunchtime and in the evening, closing at 11:00 p.m.

Adapted from Oxford Guide to British and American Culture

QUESTIONS

I. READING COMPREHENSION. (2 POINTS) (0.5 points for each correct answer)
Add TRUE or FALSE and copy the evidence from the text to support your answer.
NO marks are given for only true or false.

1. People sometimes use the full name public house instead of pub.
2. Children under 14 are never allowed in British pubs.
3. British people usually go to their local pub.
4. All pubs close at 11:00 p.m.

II. LEXICON / PHONETICS (2 POINTS):
A. LEXICON. (1 POINT) (0.25 points for each correct answer)
Find words or phrases in the text that mean the same as these given.
1. the majority of.
2. regulations.
3. workmates.
4. personality.

B. PHONETICS. (1 POINT)
1. How is the “-s” pronounced in “drinks”, /s/, /z/ or /ız/? (0.25)
2. Write a word from the text that includes the same sound as “British” /ʃ/ . (0.25)
3. Write a word from the text that includes the same sound as “pub” /ʌ/. (0.25)
4. Write a word from the text that includes the same sound as “evening” /ŋ/. (0.25)
III. USE OF ENGLISH. (3 POINTS) (0.5 for each correct answer)
Rewrite the following sentences starting with the words given:

1. Smoking is not allowed in restaurants nowadays.
   People …………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. The inspector arrested the thief yesterday night.
   The thief …………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. “Shall we go to the movies?” He suggested.
   He suggested …………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. I read a novel last summer. It was very interesting.
   I read a novel …………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. I am not rich. That is why I don’t have a Porsche.
   If ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Write the correct question for the underlined words.
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………?
   John prefers travelling by train.

IV. COMPOSITION. (3 POINTS)
Write a composition of between 100 and 125 words on the following topic:

Do you go to pubs at the weekends? If not, what do you usually do?